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President's Letter      

   

Dear All, 

 

One of the commitments of the current triennium was to begin to fundraise outside the 

Federation, to add sources of income to the dues, which have dwindled over time due to 

loss of membership in the National Federations and Associations (NFAs). In 2014 and 

2015, we ran a number of membership workshops which galvanised some NFAs into 

action and growth, and we strongly hope this trend will be continued by NFAs, as the 

growth trajectory of Graduate Women International (GWI) depends on NFAs. 

 

Fundraising is a discipline in itself that requires a certain number of prerequisites before 

any organisation can go out and approach potential partners. The organisation needs to 

have credibility, visibility, projects and proposals to put forward. GWI has credibility due to 

its long history and to the fact that traditionally a large proportion of its income comes from 

member dues, which ensures that it is an independent federation. The office focused first 

on visibility through our many online and offline publications, participation at high level 

events and representation at different meetings. From an initial inherited contact list of 400 

contacts (including NFAs) in 2013, we now have a database of contacts of over 4,000 i.e. 

tenfold what it was, which is symbolic of how much activity has been carried out by the 

office. Once the tools for creating visibility were in place, the office spent time developing 

projects with NFAs, and GWI was accepted as a partner in CHARGE. Under the CHARGE 

commitment, we have developed the Teachers for Rural Futures and Girls’ Choices 

projects. The first aims to train young women to become teachers in rural areas, starting 

with Uganda; the second aims to keep adolescent girls in secondary school by showing 

them the possible options available to them if they complete their schooling, so that they 

have the choice of career and further studies. Currently we have two teachers completing 

their first year of studies, Winfred and Benadet. 

 

Equipped with our projects and the involvement of our NFAs, we have gone out to 

fundraise from various sources, following a strategy that is beginning to bring results. Our 

strategy was based on research and identifying the players in the market who invest in 

education and girls. It is a process to make it deliver. From the first action to cashing in 

can take between 18 and 36 months. In December 2015 we signed an in-kind contract 

with well-known telecommunications partner, Orange Device Group, to develop a mobile 

application (“app”) to support Girls’ Choices. The office team has a very tight schedule to 



design, develop and deliver the app starting in Rwanda, as the first of several countries. 

This involves running focus groups to understand what the needs are, designing the 

content, developing the software and launching it in the country. We are hoping to change 

the lives of some 300,000 Rwandan girls this way. We will then look to adapt it to other 

sub-Saharan countries. 

 

One of the barriers to fundraising in the United States is that we do not have the specific 

US status that gives us tax exemption (501 (c)(3)).  We have just been accepted by the 

New Spring Fund, which does have the US tax exempt status, so they are helping us 

fundraise through their channels.  This will give members and non-members in the United 

States the option to donate to GWI tax free.  The office also prepared all the qualification 

work and applied successfully to the crowdsourcing site Global Giving, where we are 

referenced in the UK and US sites. So far this has brought in over USD 11,000 for 

Teachers for Rural Futures, in great part thanks to your enthusiastic donations. On the 

crest of this wave, several NFAs have carried out their own fundraising drives for GWI 

projects and Scotland comes in top with a great donation of £1,400. Thank you Scotland. 

Thank you to our top donor Jenny Jones for a donation of $3,000. The drive is ongoing, so 

please spread the word! 

 

We have also developed a Patron’s offer, which has generously been taken up by several 

people. While it still needs refining, we are proud to see that individuals are willing to 

commit funds to the organisation most generously.  This is similar to the concept of 

Friends of IFUW launched in 2007, but it is more formal, and there are benefits for the 

patrons, over and above seeing that GWI is helped in its mission.  We have also joined a 

consortium to apply for European Union funding and should hear whether the project was 

accepted or rejected some time in 2016. 

 

We are indeed beginning to see the results. What is important now is to keep the 

momentum of growth within the NFAs, growth in our activities and growth in funds! 

 

Together, let’s make it happen! 

  

Yours sincerely, 

    

 

Catherine A. Bell 

GWI President 
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